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ABSTRACT Aflexible and low profile frequency selective surface (FSS) with bandstop behavior for X -band
signals is demonstrated in this paper to support the demand of the flexible wireless communication devices
in the today’s market. The resonating element of the FSS is realized using the convoluted ring loop element
that is inspired by the conventional ring loop element. An additional of four stubs are added at each 90◦ of
the conventional ring loop to miniaturize its overall dimension. The convoluted ring loop FSS has reduced
the overall dimension of the conventional ring shape FSS to 0.25 λ0 with a reduction of 33%. The proposed
FSS is developing by utilizing the flexible polyethylene terephthalate substrate with the measured thickness
of 0.125 mm and dielectric constant of 2.7. From the simulated transmission response of the FSS, it shows
that the proposed convoluted ring loop FSS with planar feature manages to provide a signal attenuation up
to 37 dB at 10 GHz for both normal and oblique angle of incidence up to 45◦ at TE and TM polarization.
For validation purpose, the prototype of the FSS is manufactured using the inkjet printing technique. The
FSS is bent in a different manner, such as bending the array FSS with different radius and bending the
unit cell convoluted ring FSS row by row, to examine the bending effect toward the transmission response
performance. All the simulated results are compared with the measured results, and these results are in
concurrence with each other. By having the conformal features, the employability of the FSS is enhanced
whereby the proposed flexible FSS can be employed as the sub-reflector for wearable antenna and conformal
shields for electromagnetic compatibility applications.
INDEX TERMS Frequency selective surface (FSS), EMI, shielding, filter, inkjet printing, silver
nanoparticles ink, PET substrate, miniaturization, flexible.
I. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of the smart devices such as smartphones,
smartwatch, and tablet caused the exacerbates demand for
high communication data rate services [1], [2]. One of the
solutions to triumph over this situation is to employ a smaller
cell size so that the bandwidth that can be used will be
increased [1], [3], [4]. However, when the cell size used
become smaller, it will result in the rapid multiplication
of base station number and prompt to the higher concen-
tration of electromagnetic interference (EMI). This phe-
nomenon has led to concerns over EMI’s implication towards
human health, electronic equipment’s performance and
communication system security [5], [6]. Thus, it is crucial
to mitigate the unwanted signals [6]. The conventional
approach of utilizing the metallic enclosure and signal jam-
mer is impractical in this cases as it is costly to be imple-
mented [6]. An alternative solution such as utilizing the wire
mesh or metal foil may be employed as EMI shield, to protect
RF circuitry from electromagnetic radiation. However, this
approach obstructs all transmissions [5]. To overwhelm the
weakness of the traditional solution, the FSS is recommended
in this paper.
FSSs are defined as a periodic array structure that trumped-
up from either radiating or non-radiating elements which
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allow the FSS present as either a band-pass filter or band-
stop filter [7]. However, unlike microwave filters, the FSS
is operating in the function of both frequency and angle
of incidence [6]. Therefore, it is widely used as a spatial
filter to shield the unwanted signal. Apart from that, FSS is
also widely used as a reflector to improve antenna perfor-
mance [8] and beam switching solution for antennas [9].With
such extensive application of FSS, compatibility with other
devices and hassle-free installation within existing building
and devices come into mind.
Recently, there has been a growing interest in developing
flexible electronics. This trend is also happening in the wire-
less communication industry where the industries are looking
for bendable antennas or microwave devices [10], [11]. One
of the common approaches is to design the antennas and
microwave devices on top of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
[10], [12], [13]. Although PDMS is the best candidate to
realize the flexible wireless devices, it is challenging to
deposit the conductive element on top of it especially for the
array types microwave devices such as FSS and reflect-array
antenna. In order to deposit the conductive layer on the PDMS
substrate, the pattern transfer manufacturing technique is
employed [10], [13]. The proposed technique required the
pattern of the conductive layer parts to be prior patterned
using the cutter machine before it being transferred into the
PDMS substrate. These technique is however impractical for
the development of the array structure like FSSwhere number
of array need to be patterned on the conductive patches
and transfer into PDMS unit cell by unit cell which result
in the labour intensive and inconsistency in the quality of
the fabricated FSS such as alignment and dimension issues.
On the other hand, developing of the conductive layer using
inkjet printing to the PDMS is however unworkable due to
the fact that PDMS having low low-adhesive surface, this
phenomenon caused the ink deposited on the PDMS surface
is become larger than the expected which will altered the
resonat frequency of the FSS. To overcome these hindrance,
development of the microwave devices on top of a paper
substrate and Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) using inkjet
printing technique is then introduced [14]. However, there is
a drawback in using these substrates as nanoparticles ink that
deposited on the substrate using inkjet printing will only turn
into conductive path after undergoes the thermal sintering
process at high temperature for a long period of time [14].
To solve the mentioned weakness, the chemical sintering
process is considered as it allows the nanoparticles ink turn
into conductive within few seconds time [15].
In this paper, a single-band convoluted ring loop (CRL)
FSS designed on the specially coated PET substrate to pro-
vide the screening for X-band signal is proposed. The overall
thickness of the FSS is 0.128 mm with the unit cell size
of 7.5 × 7.5 mm. The design exhibited good polarisation
and angular stability performance with a −10 dB bandwidth
of 38% in measurement at operating frequency of 10 GHz.
In order to ensure the proposed FSS manage to oper-
ate reliably when it is bent, the semi-infinite simulation
technique using CST MWS is proposed to evaluate the bend-
ing of the array FSS. To further enhance the employability of
the proposed FSS, in this paper, we as well, investigate the
bending effect of the row-by-row unit cell FSS. From both
simulation and measurement results, the recommended FSS
manage to provide a satisfactory performancewhen it is being
bent in the mentioned manners. With these conformal fea-
tures,the employability of the FSS is enhanced whereby the
proposed flexible FSS can be employed as the sub-reflector
for wearable antenna and conformal shields for EMC
applications.
II. MATERIAL CHARACTERISATION
A. SILVER NANOPARTICLES INK
The silver nanoparticles ink named AgIC #1000 ink sup-
plied from (AgIC, Japan) is composed of silver, water and
ethanol with viscosity of around 2–3 mPa.s and surface
tension around 30–35 mN/m [15]. The conductivity of the
silver nanoparticle ink is examined through the electrical
resistance using two probe measurement. The electrical resis-
tance of single layer silver nanoparticles ink with thickness
of ±0.003 mm is around ±0.3 Ω/m. The conductivity of the
silver nanoparticles ink, σAg = 5 × 106 S/m, was obtained
from Equation (1)
σAg = LRAc (1)
where R is electrical resistance, Ac is the cross sectional area
and L is the length [14].
B. POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE (PET)
The specially coated PET substrate supplied by (AgIC, Japan)
was characterized using open-ended coaxial probe with a
vector network analyser of up to 13 GHz. An additional layer
of chemical is deposited on top of PET substrate which allows
the silver nanoparticles ink undergoes chemical sintering pro-
cess when it is coated on top of PET substrate. The layer of
chemical deposited on the PET substrate is the solvent that
comprise of polymer latex and a halide emulsion, when the
silver nanoparticle ink is deposited on it, the conductivity
appears several seconds after the solution is dried. Therefore,
the main advantage using these PET substrates supplied by
(AgIC, Japan) is the silver nanoparticle ink turned into con-
ductive ink within 3 seconds after being deposited. As such,
fabrication period reduced drastically as compare to the ther-
mal sintering process which takes up around 2 hours [14]. The
measured dielectric constant of PET substrate was εr = 2.7
with the tangent lost was tanδ = 0.004. The PET substrate
used is semi-transparent as shown in Figure1. It also with
flexible and highly elastic features [14].
III. ELEMENT DESIGN OF FSS
The recommended design of the FSS element is demonstrated
as in Figure 2 by using the CRL. TheCRL element is reshaped
from the ring slot element by introducing slot to it. This
approach has exacerbated the package density of the ring
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FIGURE 1. Fabricated CRL FSS on semi-transparent and flexible PET
substrate.
FIGURE 2. Unit cell of convoluted ring loop FSS; p = 7.5mm, d = 7.2mm,
h = 1.6mm, l = 1.2mm, w = 0.5mm.
loop element. By introducing the slot at each 90◦ of the
conventional ring slot, the overall dimension of the unit cell
has reduced by 33 %. Compact elements will further improve
the performance of the FSS by offering a stable frequency
response over a wide angle [6]. The proposed design is
realized using silver nanoparticle ink and supported by a
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate with thickness,
h of 0.125 mm and dielectric constant, εr of 2.7 with tangent
loss of 0.004.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. EVALUATION THE PERFORMANCE OF
THE PLANAR FSS
The unit cell of the proposed ring slot FSS is simulated using
Computer Simulation Technology (CST) Microwave Stu-
dio software. The simulation was done using the frequency
domain solver as it is suitable for the simulation of a highly
resonant structure as well as acknowledging the examination
of the FSS performance with the variation of the angle of
incident and polarization. The periodic boundary condition is
set in both horizontal and vertical direction and z-direction is
set to be open for locating the ports. To reduce the simulation
load, CST full floquet port is utilized to simulate unit cell of
FSS tomodel the proposed FSS as an infinite array in the CST
simulation window. The simulated transmission response at
the normal incident for both TE and TM polarisation of the
FIGURE 3. Simulated frequency response of (a) TE polarisation, (b) TM
polarisation under various angle of incident.
proposed FSS is demonstrated in Figure 3. From Figure 3,
it can be examined that at the normal incident the CRL pro-
vide signal attenuation up to 37 dB at 10 GHz. The proposed
FSS provides a −10 dB bandwidth of around 23 %. Besides
that, when the angle of incident increase up to 45◦ at the
TE and TM polarisation, the frequency response of the FSS
behaved almost the same. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the CRL is insensitive toward the variation of the angle of
incident and polarisations.
B. EVALUATION THE PERFORMANCE OF
THE CONFORMAL FSS
In order to scrutinize the performance of the FSS when it is
bent, Figure 4 illustrates the mechanism utilized to realize the
conformal FSS. However, the aforementioned method which
is the floquet port simulation is not directly applicable for
the engineering-essential curved FSS as it is impractical to
organize the FSS elements in a purely 2-D periodic sense
when the FSS is bent. In order to evaluate the bending effect
of the FSS array in the CST software, the unit cell simulation
is not applicable as it will assume each and every single unit
cell is bent. Thus, a finite model analysis is proposed in the
evaluation of the bending effect of the FSS [16], but this
required a heavy computational loading. Therefore, in this
paper, a semi-infinite model is proposed in the evaluation of
the bending of the FSS array.
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FIGURE 4. Model utilized for the development of the conformal FSS.
FIGURE 5. Simulation setup for the evaluation of the conformal FSS array
using CST.
Figure 5 encapsulates the simulation set-up in CST that
utilized for the examination of the performance of the con-
formal FSS array. As it can be observed from the figure,
when the radius of the semi-cylinder, r is increase, the arc
angle, θc2 of the semi-cylinder will become larger. This
phenomenon allow a wider arc of the bended structure can
be obtained. The simulation of the conformal FSS array is
completed by drawing a finite single row of the FSS array
formed on a semicircle and the PEC or PMC boundary at
the direction of the periodic array needed and open bound-
ary at the bending direction or finite array is utilized for
the simulation. By employing this simulation setup, it has
significantly reduced the simulation efforts in the evaluation
of the conformal FSS array as compared to the simulation
of the full finite FSS structure. However, this technique only
allows the investigation of the bending performance at normal
incidence.
Figure 6 illustrates the comparison of the simulated trans-
mission response of the planar FSS and the conformal FSS at
the normal angle of incidence for TE polarization. From the
simulated results, it can be observed that when the array of
the FSS is bent at the different radius of the semi-cylinder, r ,
the resonant frequency is shifted from 10.1 GHz to 9.4 GHz
with the alteration of 6.93%. In addition, the simulated result
shows that the resonant frequency altered more significant
when the FSS is bend at the radius of 150mm as compare
to the 200mm. This is phenomenon can be understand from
the Figure 4, when the radius of the semi-cylinder increase,
the arc angle, θC2 is also become wider which result in a
less bending impact of the FSS. Thus the coupling effect
among the elements and the change in the impedance of the
FIGURE 6. Comparison of the transmission response for planar and the
conformal FSS array for (a) TE polarization and (b) TM polarization.
FSS is lesser as compare to smaller semi-cylinder radius.
Consequently, it can be concluded that the shifting is the
resonant frequency is inversely proportional to the radius of
the bending. On the other hand, the bandwidth performance
degraded significantly, whereby the bandwidth for the planar
FSS is around 22.78% and reduced to only 14.89% when the
FSS array is bent with a radius of 150 mm and 200 mm.
Apart from that, in order to study the bending effect toward
the performance of the FSS, the unit cell of the FSS is bent
row by row as illustrated in Figure 7. From the figure, it can
be observed that each unit cell of the FSS is bent with a radius
of 4mm in the x-direction and thus result in a row-by-row unit
cell bending. The simulation setup employed to investigate
the proposed conformal FSS structure is the conventional unit
cell simulation set-up in the CST software. The unit cell of
the FSS is bent with a radius of 4mm and the x-direction
and y-direction is defined as unit cell, while z-direction is
defined as open(add space). By employing this set-up the
simulation loading is reduced significantly as compared to
the full finite array simulation. Figure 8 exemplifies the
simulated transmission response of the unit cell FSS with
planar and conformal features for TE and TM polarization.
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FIGURE 7. Bending of the row by row unit cell FSS.
FIGURE 8. Simulated transmission response of the unit cell FSS with
planar and conformal features for TE and TM polarization.
From the results, it can be contemplated that when the unit
cell of the FSS is bent with a radius of 4mm, the resonant
frequency is altered from 10 GHz to 10.4 GHz for TE polar-
ization and from 10 GHz to 9.6 GHz for TM polarization.
The shifting in the resonant frequency is mainly attributed
to the variation of the impedance properties of the FSS as
the coupling effect among the elements are changed when
it is bent. Nevertheless, in term of the bandwidth perfor-
mance, the bandwidth improved from 22.78% to 26.67% and
32.21 % for TE and TM polarization, respectively at normal
incidence.
V. FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENT OF
THE FSS PROTOTYPE
A. PLANAR FSS
In order to validate the proposed FSS experimentally,
the designed FSS is fabricated utilizing the inkjet printing
technique. Themain limitation of the inkjet printing is that the
smaller unit cell dimension of the FSS that can be fabricated
is reliable on the printer resolution. In this case, the width
of the unit cell FSS need to remain at a minimum of 0.5mm
which is the smaller dimension that can be fabricated using
Brother MFC-J430W printer. The silver nanoparticles ink is
filled into a special cartridge to be integrated with the used
of Brother MFC-J430W Printer, as displayed in Figure 9.
Before printing the designed FSS, the printer is pre-set in
FIGURE 9. Brother MFC-J430W printer with special catridge filled with
silver nanoparticles ink used for fabricate the FSS prototype.
order to ensure that best printing quality is selected and color
mode is arranged as vivid. After completing all the setting,
the designed FSS is fabricated in array form on top of the spe-
cially coated PET substrate. The prototype of the fabricated
FSS is as shown in Figure 1. The overall dimension of the
fabricated FSS is 190.1 mm × 190.1 mm with 27 elements
×27 elements.
FIGURE 10. Measurement setup for FSS measurement.
Figure 10 illustrated the experimental setup to measure the
transmission response of the FSS prototype for TE polariza-
tion. The measurement was carried out in the anechoic cham-
ber. The measurement setup comprised of two horn antennas
(transmitting and receiving antennas) which are connected
to the Rohde & Schwarz Vector Network Analyzer using
coaxial cables and the FSS prototype was placed in between
of two horn antennas. The two horn antennas were placed at a
distance of 60 cm away from each other to ensure the antennas
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comply with far-field region theorem which is
dfar−field ≥ 2D2/λ (2)
where dfar−field is the minimum separation distance of two
horn antennas, D is the maximum dimension of the anten-
nas used and λ is the wavelength [6]. At the initial stage,
the measurement was taken first without the FSS located
in between the horn antennas to figure out the loss due to
the propagation path. These losses are taken out later during
the measurement of the FSS performance to make sure the
attenuation of microwave signal entirely ascribed by the FSS
prototype. The same procedures were repeated for the TM
polarisation measurement with the exception that the horn
antennas were rotated by 90◦. A similar routine is followed
by the measurement of the FSS performance at the various
angle of incident, 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦.
The comparison of the simulated and the measurement
results are presented in Figure 11. From the comparison
results, it can be examined that the measurement results and
the simulated results are coherent with each other. From
Figure 11a, it can be observed that at 10GHz, the FSSmanage
to provide the attenuation up to −35 dB for both TE and TM
polarisation. Although the center frequency of the measured
results is shifted slightly toward the lower frequency, this
shifting of the frequency is acceptable. The shifting of the
center frequency is mainly contributed from the fabrication
errors caused by the resolution of the printer. When the
angle of incident increase up to 45◦, the center frequency of
the measured results constantly remains at around 9.8 GHz
with attenuation up 35 dB for both TE and TM polariza-
tion. On the other hand, at 10 GHz, the presented measured
result show to have a minimum of 20 dB attenuation when
the angle of incident is equal to 45◦. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the proposed FSS is insensitive towards the
change in the angle of incident and polarisation of the incident
waves. The insufficient graph smoothness is expected which
is mainly contributed to the scattering effects of the elec-
tromagnetic waves experienced during the measurement and
the edge reflections due to the conductive materials from the
surroundings.
B. FLEXIBLE FSS
As discussed in the earlier section, the prototype of the flex-
ible FSS is bent in two manners which are bending in array
FSS form and bending in a row-by-row unit cell FSS. In this
case, the bending of the array FSS is much uncomplicated
as compared to the manufacturing process of the row-by-row
unit cell FSS with conformal features. Figure 12 shows the
measurement set-up that employed for the investigation of
the transmission response of the conformal FSS finite array.
It can be perceived from the figure, the finite array FSS
prototype is attached to a semi-circular cylinder that made
up from the foam that has the similar dielectric properties
with the free space. By attaching the array FSS on the semi-
circular cylinder foam, the prototype is bent according to
it curvature. To obtain the measured transmission response
FIGURE 11. Comparison of the simulated and measured transmission
response for TE and TM polarization at (a) θ = 0◦, (b) θ = 15◦, (c) θ = 30◦
and (d) θ = 45◦.
of the conformal array FSS, the similar routine used in the
measurement of the planar FSS is repeated.
Figure 13 encapsulates the comparison of the simu-
lated and measured transmission response for planar and
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FIGURE 12. Experiment set-up used to evaluate the performance of the
finite FSS array.
FIGURE 13. Comparison of the simulated and measured transmission
response for the planar and conformal FSS array for (a) TE and (b) TM
polarization.
conformal finite array FSS with the different radius of curva-
ture for TE and TM polarization. It can be contemplated that,
at both TE and TM polarization. It can be observed that, when
the FSS array is bent with a radius of 150mm and 200mm,
the resonant frequency is shifted to a lower frequency for
both TE and TMpolarization. This phenomenon is correspon-
dences to the simulation results.
FIGURE 14. Aluminium mould employed for the bending of the
row-by-row unit cell FSS.
On the other hand, the fabrication of the flexible row-by-
row unit cell FSS is fabricated using an aluminum mold as
illustrated in Figure 14. The finite FSS that fabricated on
the PET substrate is attached to the aluminum mold and the
covered is pressed on the PET-based FSS firmly for a period
of time until the bending features are achieved. Figure 15
illustrates the fabricated row-by-row unit cell FSS. After the
fabrication completed, the prototype of the FSS is measured
using the two horn antenna connected to the vector network
analyzer.
FIGURE 15. Fabricated row-by-row unit cell FSS prototype (a) top view,
(b) side view, and (c) zoom view.
Figure 16 illustrates the comparison of the simulated and
measured transmission response for the row-by-row unit cell
FSS for TE and TM polarization at the normal angle of
incidence. From the Figure 16a, it can be scrutinized that
for TE polarization with normal angle, when the unit cell
FSS is bent with a radius of 4mm, the measured resonant
frequency is changed from 10 GHz to 10.5 GHz with a
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FIGURE 16. Comparison of the simulated and measured transmission
response for the row-by-row unit cell FSS for (a) TE and (b) TM
polarization at normal angle of incidence.
different of 5%which is in the good agreement with simulated
results, whereby when the unit cell FSS is bent, the resonant
frequency will altered to a higher frequency at TE polariza-
tion. On the other hand, for TM polarization as presented
in Figure 16b, the simulated and measured results are shows
that when the unit cell FSS is bent with a radius of 4mm,
the center frequency is changed from 10 GHz to 9.4 GHz
for simulation and to 9.6 GHz for measured results. It can
be distinguished that, there is a shift of around 1-2% in
between the simulation and measurement results. However,
this slight alteration which is due to the imperfection occurs
in the fabrication of the FSS. However, this slight shifting can
be neglected. In general, for both TE and TM polarization,
the simulated results andmeasured results for conformal row-
by-row unit cell FSS are found to be in congruence with each
other.
VI. CONCLUSION
A flexible and low-profile PET-based FSS for X-band sig-
nals screening is presented in this paper. The element of the
proposed FSS is designed using the CRL elements which are
modified from the ring loop element. The proposed design
offers a minimum measured attenuation of 20 dB at the
10 GHz at the different angle of incidence and polarization.
The CRL element has miniaturized the conventional ring loop
element by around 33 %. This miniaturized element gives
a credit for the angular independent operation up to 45˚ for
both TE and TM polarisation. Besides that, the proposed FSS
offers a low-profile with the overall thickness of 0.128 mm
and unit cell dimension of 7.5 mm× 7.5 mm. A prototype of
the proposed FSS is fabricated using the silver nanoparticles
ink and the specially coated PET substrates supplied by AgIC
and its performance is measured in the open area. Apart from
that, to ensure the proposed FSS manages to operate substan-
tially, the bending effect toward the flexible FSS is investi-
gated in this paper. The proposed FSS is bent in two manners
which are row-by-row unit cell bending and FSS array form
bending. When FSS is bent in either manner, the resonant
frequency is slightly shifted. The measured results are shown
to have good agreement with the simulated results. There-
fore, with the extraordinary performance in both planar and
conformal features, the proposed FSS is suitable to employ as
the sub-reflector for wearable antenna and conformal shields
for EMC applications.. The future research will focus on the
improvement of the bandwidth performance of the proposed
FSS and enhance the compatibility toward bending effects of
the FSS structure.
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